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Covid-19 Crisis

Quarantine is very important at this time
Universal problems throughout the whole world
Animals and humans are all getting sick
Regulating crowds flood supermarkets now
Always believing that God can save us
Nobody is safe from the Coronavirus
Teachers and students are all staying home
I hope this will all end very soon
Nothing can stop this terrible disease
Eventually everyone will be okay
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My Feeling

Many emotions I feel
As everything seems so surreal
Knowing this pandemic is not ideal
I can’t even remember how long it has been
Since the first day I’ve stayed in
As I’m afraid to go out
Afraid of what might come about
Something has become a new routine
Trying to keep my face and hands clean
To get all the germs that are unseen
While also slowly getting bored of just watching a screen
Maybe I’ll imagine myself in a movie scene
Unable to meet physically with family and friends
But hey, I guess we can still see them through a camera lens
I always keep to myself a notation
When it comes to any bad situation
It may be very simplistic
But it is to stay optimistic.

2020 Pandemic
This is a year nobody will forget
There has been struggle
There has been deaths
This is a time nobody will forget
People are scared
People worried
People are not sure about what lies ahead
This pandemic has hurt us all
But we will fight back and win
I known this because we’ve done it before
But noone will forget this time atall
By Jason Berard
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“My Quarantine Experience and Thoughts”
By Rylie Hogan Gr 8A
My life has been flipped upside down
Coronavirus needs to go
School is online
My sports are cancelled
And to make matters worse
I lost a good portion of my eighth grade year
With everything negative going on
I try to find an activity other than school to do
It is so hard to be in the house constantly
And finding a new activity to keep you busy is even harder
But on an everyday basis
I am on my phone
I try to listen to music in the mornings to get me pumped up
I walk around my neighborhood
I play basketball in my driveway
And facetime my friends and family
Those are just some everyday activities
That get me in a positive mood
Hopefully life is back to normal by the summer
The days go by so much faster and I miss everyone
All we can do is stay inside and pray
I feel for everyone that is struggling
And this has been hard on all of us
But it will end soon
And life will be so much better ….
After this is resolved.

“The Good and Bad Pandemic”
A pandemic has swept across the land
The bad part of the pandemic
Has taken those we love and cherish, away from us
Has put us in hospitals, isolated and alone
Has split up families and friends
But look!
Families stuck together inside
Eating, doing activities and more
Learning more about each other, more than any time before
The youth is finding ways to talk with the old
So seek out this good part and cherish it!
And you will see that all bad things have a good side too
By Maddox Nguyen Grade 8A
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 Hard Times
Remember before the hard times
We would go out and enjoy our lives
We would go to school and talk to our friends at recess
We would say hi and hug everyone
For the hard times had not yet come
But they did, and hit the world like a knife
Now look at the hard times
We can't go out and have to stay home where it's safe
We can't go to school and have to go online,
Where we can no longer enjoy the fun times
We won't say hi only having a mask around our lips,
and no longer have contact
But look……. after the hard times
We will go out again to enjoy the time we lost
We will go back to school and cry from happiness
As we see the friends we love
We will say hi to everyone in the streets;
Hugging will be another way of communicating
The hard times will go by
But while it's here we have to be strong
We need to help make it end
Because hard times don't put us down

Jason Stuart

The Hope of the Days

Connected to everyone
One community is with you
Remember you're not alone.
Others are there for you
No matter what you will get through it.
All of us will get through this together.
Viruses spread unless we stay apart.
International crisis, we can get through as one.
Regroup as one
United as one we stand
Serve for each by example
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Coronavirus poem
Quarantine Thoughts

Quietly praying for those affected by Coronavirus
Unable to visit loved ones
All school and sports are cancelled
Reflecting on our past actions
Awaiting the end of this pandemic
Never forget this devastating time
Talking to friends over the phone
It’s not the same seeing friends on a screen.
Never thought I would miss school
Everlasting patience and hope
Dreaming of the better days in the future
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I wish to go and see my friends
I wish to go to stores
I wish to go to school
I wish that everything was normal
I wish they would find a cure
I wish everything was not put on pause
I wish people were not afraid to step out of their homes
I wish we could go places without having to wear a mask and gloves
I wish I could have this year back
I wish I were able to do a lot of things that are restricted
I wish I could have gone to my first Cheer competition
I wish we were not stuck at home
I wish a lot of things that this virus had put on hold
I shouldn’t have to wish for these things
These things I wish for shouldn’t be something people fear
These things I wish shouldn’t be restricted
I just wish everything would go back to the way it was before

